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Abstract: CT3 (Comprehensive Training Testing and Tracking) is a platform developed for student performance tracking in the training sessions. This software is created for the Training and Placement Cell. By using CT3 we can track everyday performance of the student throughout the training sessions. The students can post their attendance and will receive day to day assessments in the respective training sessions. The students will have pre-training and post-training assessment. The result of the performance from pre-training to post-training assessments, will be displayed in a graph form on the Admin dashboard to track student improvement in the performance. In CT3 the module which we are dealing with is the Placement Module. In this module the admin can add the company which have the new job post for the students. The admin has to add description of the job post, company name, interview date, eligibility criteria and all the necessary information. Once the job post is done the notification will be sent to all the student who are eligible. Here the student detail will be uploaded in a bulk using excel file and the system will filter those students who are eligible for the job post automatically. Company details will be mapped with eligible students so that whenever an opportunity come the student can be notified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Placement module updates the job post whenever new companies with job post comes to the campus. The company’s notification will be displayed when the student logs in to the system. The admin then only uploads the details of the students and the system automatically filters out the eligible students and map them with the companies. The Training and Placement cell will send the slot time for the respective company along with the details of the interview to the students based on the companies’ eligibility criteria. In the traditional system the mapping the student with the appropriate company was done manually, one –by-one but here just the excel file is uploaded with student details and the system automatically filter out the eligible student and sent the notification to them which make the work hassle free.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In Placement module of the existing system it is very difficult to update and also to map the student to respective job post. As the system does not allow the admin to map all the eligible student at one go. The admin has to first filter out the student which meet the criteria of the job post, then send notification to those students one by one this becomes a complex task and also is time consuming. The goal here is to automate this process by sending bulk detail at a time and system automatically filter out the student and send them the notification.

III. PURPOSE OF THE SYSTEM

The CT3-Placement cell is an online application for the Placement Dept. of the college. This system will mainly be used by Central Career Development Centre(CCDC), Career Development Centre (CCD), Head of Institution (HOI), Head of the Department (HOD), Faculty Coordinator (FC), Student. This system is operated by placement officer (CCDC) of the college to manage the information with regards to placement activity. Student logged in should be able to View the details of the job post foe which the student is eligible and can apply for that job post. Placement Officer log into the system to access/search/update any query put by Students. Placement officer send notification to all the students who are eligible for the job post, and the company profile is also made available to the students. After that CCDC update the recruited and rejected students which can be visible to the students [4]. Once a student is selected in one company, he/she will not be allowed to appear for other companies interviews as per Recruitment Policy of the college.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system the user need not do all the hectic work. The user will be provided with an interface with which he can easily get his work done. The following are the facilities that are provided by the system to the user.

Notice generation: Here user must provide information to the system about company name, date and venue at which campus drive might take place. With this information the system will generate a notice which can be seen by students’ on their account, to intimate students about placement drive.

Student list generation: Here the user must provide information to the system about the requirements of the company (such as, cut off percentage, number of backlogs allowed etc.).
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View student profile: Here the user can view a student’s profile of his interest by giving the student’s roll number as input.

Result analysis: Here the user is able to get the results which are released and store them for later usage.

Posts: Here the user is provided to post updates or any necessary details to students or others (for example-company officials) depending on his need.

Fig. 1 illustrate a Use case diagram for the proposed system[2,8].

V. MODULES IN THE SYSTEM

Before proceeding with the modules the TPO’s/CCDC must collect the information and CV’s of students and manages them manually and arranges them according to various streams. If any modification is required that should also be done manually. Once this data is collect we can build the system.

Comprehensive Training, Testing and Tracking management system consist of various modules. Some of the modules which is used in the proposed system are as follows:

A. Login Module
B. Placement Creation
C. Placement List

A. Login Module
In this module when the admin or user will enter his/her login credentials, then user will be redirected to the Comprehensive Training, Testing and Tracking management page and this login page consists of three following submodules:

• Username management
• Password management
• Forgot password

This module displays a username and password login form. It also displays a link to retrieve a forgotten password.

B. Placement Creation
In the Placement module we can create the Company name, Company Details, Eligibility Criteria, Campus, Selection Round and student details mapping to the eligible student. modified the details and edit, delete will be done in Placement Creation.

C. Placement List
In the placement List module, we can see the all details of placement.

Fig. 2. Show the class diagram for Placement module [3,8].

To devole the application PyCharm and Django is used as a framework; backend application used are MySq, WorkBench8.0. the front end technologies used are HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript [1,5,6,7].

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Using PyCharm, a web page has been created in which the admin can manage different company and the student in basa University [1]. The admin adds the company whenever a new company has a job post for the student. Fig.3 shows the screenshot of the same. Once the company is added then the notification should be sent to all the student who are eligible for that job post. Traditionally student were added one at a time, but here bulk upload in done. Fig. 4 show how bulk student is selected. The selection is done by uploading the file containing student data. The student are given pre assessment and post assessment that can help the admin to track the performance and improvent in the student performance.
VII. CONCLUSION

The proposed system makes the placement management system more manageable and user friendly. The bulk upload option makes it more reliable and easier to use, as no need to manually add the eligible students. The system automatically detects the eligible student. And send the job post notification to only those who fit the eligibility criteria. The continuous assessments help the student to improve its performance and also help the admin to track the performance of the students.
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